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Our nation values its forests perhaps more than any other native ecosystem. As
such, maintaining healthy forests should have high priority for agencies and
institutions that provide forest‐derived goods and services to people. Historically, a
healthy forest was viewed as one that produced wood products and protected
watersheds, with somewhat secondary objectives of producing game species and
providing recreation opportunities. For decades, these objectives have been
achieved largely using an agricultural model of forest management. While these
traditional services are still important today, ecosystem research demonstrates that
forests managed to optimize their production can be inherently unhealthy, at least
from the standpoint of sustaining the broad array of organisms (biodiversity) that
make up a forest. At the heart of this issue is the realization that forests managed
for traditional services are very different in structure and composition from their
unmanaged counterparts. We also know that this difference, i. e, a simplification of
the managed forest, can have important consequences for ecosystem processes,
such as carbon sequestration and storage, nutrient cycling, and climate change
adaptation. Moreover, simplified forests have heightened susceptibility to a variety
of health threats, including severe wildfire, invasive species, and disease and insect
outbreaks. A renaissance in forest management is occurring as a result of the
discoveries by forest ecosystem scientists. A management paradigm based on
natural models of forest dynamics is being discussed broadly and applied, with
increasing frequency, across our nation’s forests. This model posits that a forest
managed for traditional products and services will be inherently healthy, by all
measures, if it looks like and functions like its natural counterpart, across all stages
of its development, from very young to very old. A national landscape composed of
forests managed following natural models will increase opportunities and options
for sustaining a broad array of ecosystem services into the future.
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